
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of trade support analyst. To join our growing team, please review the
list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for trade support analyst

Take ownership and responsibility of issue and its resolution, driving it to
closure, by solving issues based on knowledge and authorization on site and
engaging L2 (operational), L3 (development) and other internal and external
(vendor specific) support teams
Keeping open communications in handing off issues between regional
support teams (EMEA, APAC)
Understanding business workflows and thresholds in introducing
improvements
Escalating and engaging Incident management for issues requiring additional
support
Help with user retraining of product workflows
Suggest product improvements in terms of application monitoring and alert
mechanisms, working with L2 and L3 teams in introducing business threshold
monitoring
Release management – being the gatekeepers for changes to the production
environment, ensuring all change is understood and scheduled appropriately
Act as trade support for Debt Capital Markets and Secondary Corporate
Trading desk which includes Corporate, ABS, CLO securities, $25 preferred
shares and US Treasuries bonds
Ensure proper controls are in place to resolve trade breaks in a timely
manner, meet all regulatory reporting requirements (TRACE), balance
positions, monitor GSCC, NSCC, DTC and Euroclear settlements using the FI
Fail reporting process
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Qualifications for trade support analyst

Understand all relevant derivatives and hedging products booked into the
banks core Risk Management System
Have a good knowledge of the front to back Operations process (including
the key elements such as confirmations, settlements, Reg reporting) and
facilitate issue resolution across teams
Understand the key elements of other infrastructure groups Finance, Market
risk, Credit risk, Operational risk, Legal, Collateral and recognise the impact
of the actions of the Trade support team on these areas
Attention to details and sense of ownership
Great team player able to work in a pressurised and changing environment
Experience in providing a customer-facing & server side technical support
service


